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INTRODUCTION:
CONTRIBUTING MORE, RECEIVING LESS
Economists debate whether there is such a thing as a “resource curse”. But, if one exists, it probably
looks something like this:

Between 2008 and 2019, twenty-two old industrial and rural counties in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
West Virginia, which make up the Appalachian natural gas region, increased their contribution to US
gross domestic product (GDP) by more than one-third. In 2008, the 22 counties were responsible for
$2.46 of every $1,000 of national output. By 2019, the figure had climbed to $3.31. Their rate of GDP
growth more than tripled that of the nation. However, during the same period, measures of local
economic prosperity—the economic impacts of that growth—not only failed to keep pace with the
increased share of output, they actually declined.
The 22 counties’ share of the nation’s personal income fell by 6.3%, from $2.62 for every $1,000
to just $2.46.
Their share of jobs fell by 7.5%, from 2.8 in every 1,000 to 2.6.
Their share of the nation’s population fell by 9.6%, from 3.2 for every 1,000 Americans to 2.9 for
every thousand.
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It is a case of economic growth without
prosperity, the defining characteristic of the
resource curse.
Most of the GDP increase in this group of
counties was due to the Appalachian natural
gas production boom, which was facilitated
by the advent of a drilling technique called
hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking” for short.
Between 2008 and 2019, Appalachia’s
Marcellus and Utica gas fields went from
producing a negligible portion of the nation’s
natural gas to nearly 40%. The growth
exceeded even the most optimistic
expectations, which were laid out in a 2010 American Petroleum Institute economic impact study.
The API study projected the effects of three different development scenarios—low, medium, and high
—on jobs, incomes, tax revenues, and other indicators of economic progress. The “high development”
scenario hypothesized daily production from Marcellus wells of 18.4 billion cubic feet by the year
2020. In fact, by 2019, Marcellus gas wells in Pennsylvania, and West Virginia were producing 25
bcf/day—fully 35% more than the “high development" scenario—while Utica field wells in Ohio, which
were not considered in the API study, were producing an additional 6 bcf/day.
The unexpectedly high production
should have compounded the
economic benefits projected by
the study, which found that nearly
44,000 new jobs would be
created in West Virginia and
212,000 in Pennsylvania. And
according to another economic
impact study conducted by
Kleinhenz and Associates, Ohio
was supposed to see the creation
of an additional 200,000 jobs.
At the time they were published,
numerous policymakers in Ohio,
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Pennsylvania, and West Virginia
cited the API and Kleinhenz
studies and called the coming
natural gas production boom a
“godsend” and “an economic
game-changer” for a rustbelt
region whose economy had been
savaged first by the collapse of
the steel industry and, more
recently, by a suddenly declining
coal industry. In West Virginia,
one state legislator, noting that
the job creation figure was
greater than the state’s total
number of unemployed, happily
proclaimed, “We’ll have more jobs
than people!”
But, by 2019, before the onset of
the COVID-19 crisis, job creation
in Appalachian fracking states
was badly lagging that of the
nation. Between 2008 and 2019
the number of jobs nationally
increased by 10%, but in Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia,
job growth was less than 4%.
Remarkably, despite booming
natural gas production, the 22
major gas-producing counties did
even worse, with combined job
growth of only 1.7%.

Timothy J. Considine. "The Economic Impacts of the Marcellus Shale: Implications for
New York, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. A report to the American Petroleum
Institute," July 2010

TKleinhenz & Associates. "Ohio's Natural Gas and Crude Oil Exploration and Production
Industry and the Emerrging Utica Gas Formation. Economic Impact Study". September
2011.

This extreme disconnect between economic output and local prosperity raises the question of
whether the Appalachian natural gas industry is capable of generating or even contributing to
broadly shared wellbeing. And, if it is not, should it continue to be the focus of local and regional
economic development efforts?
It would be easier to answer these questions in the affirmative if, among the twenty-two counties,
some portion of them had achieved economic outcomes roughly proportional to their increased
contributions to the nation's economy and could provide examples of the kinds of circumstances and
policies that might enable natural gas exploration and production to yield positive results. But sadly,
there is little in the numbers to suggest that such a case exists.
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Of the 22 major gas-producing Appalachian counties, only one met or exceeded national
performance for all three measures of prosperity – income, jobs, and population. One other county
outperformed the nation for two measures. Two counties outperformed the nation for a single
measure. And 18 underperformed the nation for all three measures. Still, some differences between
the major gas-producing Appalachian counties are worth exploring.
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WELCOME TO FRACKALACHIA
Although gas drilling takes place across Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia, just a few counties in
two distinct regions—one in the upper Ohio River Valley and the other in northeastern Pennsylvania—
are responsible for over 90% of all the gas produced in Appalachia. These counties, which we’ll call
“Frackalachia,” represent just 10% of the land area of the three states and are home to less than 4%
of the population.

They are distinguished from other counties in the region both by the volume of natural gas they
produce and by the significance of natural gas and other extractive industries in their local
economies. The NAICS sector that includes natural gas extraction represents 35% of GDP in the
twenty-two counties. And in some counties, it constitutes more than two-thirds of GDP.
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To qualify for this analysis and inclusion in Frackalachia, counties in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West
Virginia had to meet two criteria. First, they had to be responsible for at least 2% of their state’s total
production of natural gas. Second, they had to derive at least 6% of their GDP from the Mining,
Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction sector.
The following counties met both criteria:
In Ohio: Belmont, Carroll, Jefferson, Guernsey, Harrison, Monroe, and Noble
In Pennsylvania: Bradford, Greene, Lycoming, Sullivan, Susquehanna, Tioga, Washington, and
Wyoming
In West Virginia: Doddridge, Harrison, Marshall, Ohio, Ritchie, Tyler, and Wetzel
Among the counties failing to meet the selection criteria were Allegheny and Butler Counties in
Pennsylvania, both of which produced a sufficient share of the state’s natural gas at 3.4% and 2.2%
respectively, but fell short of the GDP criterion. In West Virginia, Brooke and Monongalia Counties
met the volume criterion but not the GDP criterion. And Columbiana County, Ohio, which is
sometimes included in industry analyses of the Ohio natural gas industry, failed to meet both criteria.
Also failing to make the cut was Beaver County, Pennsylvania, where mining and natural gas
extraction make up only 1.3% of GDP. However, some might argue for Beaver County’s inclusion in
Frackalachia on the grounds that it is the site of a new Royal Dutch Shell ethane cracker plant that is
widely regarded as a major economic prize and a product of the region’s natural gas boom.
That said, Beaver County’s inclusion in Frackalachia would not have greatly altered the outcome.
Beaver County experienced a slight job loss of half of one percent over the period. It’s also
noteworthy that, despite the presence of the Shell Cracker project, Beaver County’s GDP grew by
less than half that of the nation and less than a quarter that of Frackalachia.
Finally, when Pittsburgh/Allegheny County and its contiguous suburban counties are removed from
the analysis, the differences between the remaining Frackalachian counties and their neighboring
counties are small. Excluding Washington County, Pennsylvania, which like Beaver County borders
on Allegheny County and includes Pittsburgh suburbs, the Frackalachian counties experienced a
collective job growth rate of 1.3%. Meanwhile their neighboring non-Frackalachian counties saw a
slight decline of 0.3%, both far below state and national averages.
The counties that qualified for inclusion in Frackalachia have a combined 2019 population of
952,593. That is about the same number of people as reside in Delaware and greater than the
numbers in South Dakota, North Dakota, Alaska, Vermont, Wyoming, and the District of Columbia.
The total area of 12,013 square miles is slightly less than that of the state of Maryland.
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The share of GDP attributable to mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction in Frackalachian
counties ranges from 83% in Monroe County, Ohio to just over 7% in Harrison County, West Virginia.
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Collectively, the Frackalachian counties are responsible for just over 90% of the natural gas
produced in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.
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FRACKALACHIA'S
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
Ohio
Ohio’s Frackalachian counties have the distinction of being both the best performing among the
three states for GDP growth relative to the state and the nation and also the worst performing for
every measure of prosperity—personal income, jobs, and population. Although Ohio’s GDP grew less
than that of the nation, every Frackalachian county, save Jefferson, had a growth rate higher than
the US average. And even Jefferson County’s GDP growth was greater than the state’s. In all, the
GDP growth rate in Ohio Frackalachian counties was four times that of the nation and more than six
times that of the state of Ohio.

But GDP performance failed to translate into significant gains in personal income, jobs, and
population. None of the Ohio Frackalachian counties were close to the national average for personal
income growth. And only two, Guernsey and Harrison,exceeded the state average. As a group, they
were a third below the national average and 40% below the state average.
Jobs performance was similarly disappointing. Both Ohio and its Frackalachian counties were far
below the national growth rate of 10%. Statewide, jobs grew by 3.9%. The Frackalachian counties, on
the other hand, experienced a decline in jobs of 8.4%, a loss of 6,777 jobs between 2008 and 2019.
Monroe County and Jefferson County, which only slightly trails Belmont County as the most
populous of the seven counties, were particularly hard-hit.
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As with jobs performance, population growth in Ohio was anemic statewide at 1.5%. At least it was
positive. But the Ohio Fracklachian counties experienced a decline of 3.2%, or 8,052 residents out of
a population of 241,238. Of the seven Ohio Frackalachian counties, only Noble County eked out a
gain of just 90 residents.

Pennsylvania
GDP growth in Pennsylvania’s fracking counties was two and a half that of the nation and more than
four times the state’s rate of
growth. Susquehanna County,
in the northeast corner of the
state,nearly tripled the size of
its economy over the eleven
year period. And all of the
fracking counties
outperformed the nation and
the state. Pennsylvania’s
Frackalachian counties also
posted the best prosperity
measures of the fracking
counties in the three states.
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Personal income growth trailed the national average, but was slightly better than the state average.
Washington County, which has by far the largest population among all Frackalachian counties, was
the best performing with a rate of personal income growth that slightly exceeded that of the nation.
Tioga and Wyoming Counties also exceeded the state, but not the national average.
Jobs growth in Pennsylvania’s Frackalachian counties was less than half that of the nation and about
the same as the state. Washington County matched national job growth. But five of the other seven
Pennsylvania counties either gained very few jobs or experienced a loss.

While Pennsylvania achieved a 1.5% population gain, its Frackalachian counties experienced a 1.4%
devline with Greene, Sullivan, and Wyoming Counties incurring the greatest losses. Only Washington
County experienced a gain, although it was a mere 382 people, or about 0.2%.

West Virginia
West Virginia’s Frackalachian counties’ GDP growth was more than twice that of the nation and
eleven times that of the state. It was led by rural Doddridge County, which saw GDP increase by over
four times. However, all seven West Virginia Frackalachian counties had GDP growth rates in excess
of the national average.
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Doddridge County also has the distinction of being the only one of the twenty-two Frackalachian
counties to outperform the nation on all three measures of economic prosperity. However, with only
8,448 residents, Doddridge is the second smallest Frackalachian county, so so its results carry
relatively little weight in calculating the region’s overall performance.
West Virginia’s Frackalachian county personal income gains were comparable to those of
Frackalachian counties in Ohio, but lagged well behind those in Pennsylvania. They were also about
half of the national average. As with the other two measures of prosperity – jobs and population –
Doddridge County was the only West Virginia Frackalachian county to exceed the national average.
Five of West Virginia’s seven Frackalachian counties exceeded the state average.
Jobs growth has been a chronic problem both for the state of West Virginia its Frackalachian
counties. Between 2008 and 2019, while the number of jobs nationally grew by 10%, West Virginia
Frackalachian counties added only 4%. Still, that compares well to the state’s overall performance,
which produced a 1.5% drop in the number of jobs. On a percentage basis, Doddridge was again the
big winner. However, in absolute numbers, Harrison County stood out by adding more than 3,300
jobs, an increase of 10%. How much of that is attributable to the natural gas boom is uncertain since
the Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction sector makes up only 7.4% of Harrison County’s
economy, the lowest figure among the Frackalachian counties.
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Despite adding jobs in a state that otherwise lost them, West Virginia’s Frackalachian counties could
not do the same with population. Overall, West Virginia’s population dropped by 2.6%. But its
Frackalachian counties experienced a decline of 4%, or 7,500 people. Doddridge was the only West
Virginia Frackalachian county to not experience population loss.
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IMPLICATIONS
Despite a booming natural gas industry and skyrocketing GDP numbers, the vast majority of
Frackalachian counties experienced economic stagnation or outright decline and depopulation. Even
the counties that did relatively well—Washington County, Pennsylvania and Harrison and Doddridge
Counties in West Virginia—are outliers.
Washington County includes the Pittsburgh suburbs and enjoys a significantly larger and more
diverse economy than the other Frackalachian counties. Indeed, while the Mining, Quarrying, and Oil
and Gas Exploration sector is responsible for 19% of Washington County GDP, it represents less than
5% of personal income.
Harrison County, West Virginia also has a larger and more diverse economy than other Frackalachian
counties, with the Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction sector generating only 7.4% of GDP.
Doddridge County, on the other hand, is a place so small and previously undeveloped that, in 2008,
prior to the fracking boom, there were only a little over 1,100 jobs in the county. Consequently, a
quadrupling of GDP resulted in the addition of only 414 jobs. Absent those three counties,
Frackalachia’s 1.7% employment gain would have turned into a 2% loss and the region’s population
loss would have been pushed from 2.4% to over 3%.
In short, there is little in the numbers to support the contention that the Appalachian natural gas
boom has been or can be an engine for economic prosperity. If high production volumes were capable
of creating jobs and prosperity, it would have happened. And there is a great deal which suggests
that, in some cases, the industry may have the opposite effect.
Exhibit A is Belmont County, Ohio, which has received more than a third of all natural gas investment
in Ohio and which produces more than a third of the state’s output. Also, the oil and gas sector makes
up nearly 60% of the county’s economy. Despite those gaudy numbers and a rise in GDP that was
over five times the national rate, Belmont County experienced a nearly 7% decline in jobs and 2%
decline in population between 2008 and 2019.
Belmont County is an extreme case of economic growth without prosperity. But, nowhere in
Frackalachia other than in tiny Doddridge County, West Virginia, did gains in shares of income, jobs,
and population come close to matching the region’s contributions to economic output.
The question is, why? Various possibilities present themselves:
Negative externalities:
In addition to contributing to the problem of global warming, natural gas fracking is a major
source of local air and water pollution and noise pollution, which can impact the health and
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quality of life of nearby residents. Fracking also increases stress on local infrastructure,
particularly roads, which results in greater costs for local governments. All of these are
potential deterrents to families and businesses trying to decide whether or not to stay or
locate in Frackalachian counties.
Structural economic factors:
The boom/bust nature of extractive industries increases risks for other businesses that would
otherwise contemplate starting up or expanding. Communities and surrounding businesses
that are economically dependent on extractive industries can see their fortunes suddenly rise
or fall in response to volatile commodity prices, creating an added barrier to location or
expansion. The issue is explored in greater detail by Ohio State University economist Dr.
Mark Partridge in a January 2019 presentation titled “Best Practice Energy Development,"
which was prepared for the Center for Strategic and International Studies Workshop on
Energy as a Source of Economic Growth and Social Stability.
Labor’s share of the income generated by the natural gas industry is comparatively low. While
fracking generates a great deal of revenue that counts toward GDP, the portion of revenue
allocated to labor in the form of wages and salaries is smaller than that of most industries. In
the economy generally, a little more than half of all income is allocated to wages and salaries.
But the figure for extractive industries is less than half that. A recent analysis by Ted
Boettner of the Ohio River Valley Institute found that, in Belmont County, Ohio, the figure is
only about 12%, which means the industry’s contributions to direct employment and wages
are modest compared to expectations.
Capital income has been disappointing and much of the capital income that is realized is
exported out of local economies. Most of the revenue generated by fracking is allocated to
capital. Some of that goes to local property owners in the form of royalties. However, because
natural gas prices have been persistently lower than originally projected, royalty income has
been significantly less than economic impact studies once assumed. Also, low gas prices have
reduced the amount of capital income that was expected to flow to company owners and
shareholders. Finally, most owners and shareholders of oil and natural gas extraction
companies live outside the region.
The sourcing of labor and materials may also be heavily exported. Industry boosters frequently
trumpet the amount of money the industry is “investing in the community”. However, these
figures, which often run into the billions of dollars, include many purchases which are made
from suppliers outside the region. Therefore, those dollars never actually enter local
economies. That’s true of much of the materials, equipment, and infrastructure with which
local infrastructure is built. It’s true as well of workers, many of whom are brought in
temporarily from other places such as the Gulf Coast states where many drilling services
companies are based.
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The economic benefits of added jobs and income are diluted in the region’s smaller economies.
As noted earlier, the Frackalachian counties represent about 10% of the land area of Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia, but contain only about 4% of the population. Consumers in
sparsely populated places are more likely to have to go outside of their communities to make
some purchases. This dilutes the local economic impact of any gains in jobs and incomes.
Chronically low commodity prices. As mentioned earlier, low prices for natural gas and natural
gas liquids reduce revenue and income to capital. Since the fracking boom began, the price of
gas has plunged from levels above $8 per million btu to levels below $3 and has remained
mired there for years. With opportunities for natural gas to replace coal-fired power
generation diminishing and in the face of increasing measures to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, it is possible that demand for natural gas will stagnate or at least be unable to
outstrip production capacity, in which case prices and margins may not see significant
improvement.
Limited opportunities for downstream value-adding development. Since the Appalachian
fracking boom began, later economic impact studies, such as one done in 2017 by the
American Petroleum Institute, have anticipated massive job expansion resulting from
regional growth of downstream industries, including petrochemical and plastics
manufacturing. The expected expansion has largely failed to materialize. Of the nine major
projects anticipated in the 2017 ACC study, only one—an ethane cracker plant in Pennsylvania
—has been greenlighted. At the same time, production capacity along the Gulf Coast and in
China and the Middle East has been exploding, creating an overabundance of supply. Also,
concerns about climate change and plastics pollution are threatening the size of expected
increases in demand for plastics. As a result, the prospects for major expansions in
downstream industries in Appalachia are at best uncertain and dim overall.
A failure of tax and fiscal policies to capture an adequate share of income for states and
communities:
One of the ways in which the challenges cited above can be mitigated or offset is for states,
counties, and municipalities to levy taxes in order to capture and inject into local economies a
greater share of revenues. However, in the belief that natural gas development could produce
significant gains in jobs, many jurisdictions reduced taxes and provided incentives that
reduced the amount of revenue they realized.
These and other factors should be studied and quantified in order to determine their significance and
whether they can be mitigated or offset through policy measures. In the meantime, and in the
absence of policies to offset or mitigate these forces, policymakers should look very critically at
proposals to expand or otherwise assist the natural gas industry, which has yet to demonstrate that
it is capable of contributing positively locally or on a large scale to the states and counties where it is
most prevalent.
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